Metastatic dissemination of B16 melanoma: pattern and sequence of metastasis.
The progressive metastatic spread from subcutaneous transplants of two subpopulations of the mouse B16 melanoma, slow-growing clone G3.5 and fast-growing clone G3.12, was examined during tumor growth in C57BL/6 mice and after surgical excision of tumors of various sizes. In addition to enumeration of visible and lethal or potentially lethal ("clinically relevant") metastases, the occurrence of visibly undetectable proliferating (occult) or nonproliferating (dormant) micrometastases was assessed by implanting lymph nodes and organs subcutaneously into normal mice and monitoring for resulting tumor growth. Occult or dormant metastases were disseminated initially to the lungs from G3.5 tumors of 3-4 mm in mean geometric diameter (MGD) and G3.12 tumors of 6-7 mm in MGD. The ipsilateral axillary lymph node (IALN), the regional draining lymph node for these tumors, received metastases after the lungs, initially from 10 to 12-mm tumors. Subsequently, occult or dormant and visible metastases first appeared in systemic organs and lymph nodes (kidneys, adrenal glands, ovaries, and contralateral axillary lymph node) at tumor sizes of about 26 mm in MGD. Systemic metastases occurred only in mice with large and numerous lung metastases and did not depend on the continuing presence of the subcutaneous tumor or on the presence of IALN metastases, which indicated that established lung metastases were a generalizing site from which systemic metastatic spread initiated. After tumor excision, death generally resulted from extensive lung metastasis. Occasional lethal or clinically relevant metastases were also observed in the IALN, kidneys, adrenal glands, ovaries, brain, eyes, and urinary bladder; liver involvement was evident exclusively as occult or dormant micrometastases. Terminal metastatic patterns of these B16 melanoma transplants were as widespread and indiscriminate as those of malignant melanoma in humans.